Abstract
.We excluded provinces with fewer than ten weeks of case reporting, fewer than 116 ten cases total, or irregular reporting intervals, because those provinces provided insufficient data 117 to observe meaningful trends in transmission. For the remaining provinces, we temporally 118 interpolated case data for weeks with missing data and reporting errors by averaging cases from 119 the weeks immediately preceding and following these intervals.
121

Weather Data
122
To investigate the effects of climate on Zika transmission, we downloaded weather data 123 and calculated climate metrics with time lags relevant to diseases spread by the Aedes aegypti 124 vector. We downloaded daily mean relative humidity, total precipitation, and mean, minimum,
125
and maximum temperatures from Weather Underground [45] . For each province, we used the 126 weather station nearest to the province's centroid that had the most complete climate record in 127 the timespan corresponding to the case data. We then discarded provinces that had no nearby 128 weather station reporting in the desired time period, and further excluded weeks with mean calculated the cumulative rainfall over a six-week period, lagged by three weeks from the week 136 of case reporting (i.e., nine to three weeks prior) [48, 49] . To compare differences in overall 137 epidemic characteristics (e.g., total number of cases, average force of infection; Table 1 
Here, the mixing parameter indicates homogeneous frequency-dependent contact rate between 162 cases in each province. By rearranging equation 2 into a linear regression, we solved for $ and 163 using the following equation:
165
Spatiotemporal Model
166
We investigated how strongly climate predicts the probability of local transmission and one, which indicates sporadic transmission, we fit a two-step hurdle model that first predicts the 170 probability that $ will exceed one in a given week and province (i.e., presence/absence), and 171 then predicts the magnitude of $ (i.e., intensity), given that $ exceeds one. We performed 172 stepwise model selection using bidirectional elimination, selecting the best fit models for both 
